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 Few years ago we suggested some Ideas (Sibila, Bon) and in General, in my opinion,  we 

should go on: 

 

General 

more attention on EHF handball periodical  (more motivation?, motivation for writers)  

to organize one meting of all subject which are involved in handball and in scientifically 

work parallel   - Maybe:  to organize “on line” video conference for  all lecturers 

 

 

Scientific level  

 

- To asure certain scientific level of periodical journal. 

-  In Europe we have many expert periodical which deal with theoretical and practical 

problems in handball. But all of them don't satisfy the basic scientific requirements: 

scientific board, reviews, indexes, etc. . I think that in this moment the level of 

scientific approach toward the problems among handball experts and scientists 

reached the sufficient level to built up such a periodical –  under the patronage of 

EHF. 

 

 

� Foundation a group of scientists from different Universities and Institutes, 

� Work out the list of Universities and Institutes where the Handball is a special, 

separate subject; 

� Work out the list of registered scientists who dials with the problems concerning 

handball. 

 

 

Education of Referees and Delegates (seminars, internet, 
literature) 

 

RULES 

 GENERAL:  

to define rules much more clearly 

all fields, where objectifications is possible – f.e: team time out,  passive play –  do it  

Team time out: batten on the official desk- which wriseles for stop and beginning ;  

7m: automatically time break 

 



- EDUCATIONAL 

educational camp with players, coaches, referees and delegates -  to test new rules (and 

prepare interpretation)  

 

- OTHER 

Mental and physiologically preparation  

maybe some changes in physically preparation of the referees- to do some analyses of 

referees movements at the game- this can be base for physical testing (not only cooper ,” 

shuttle” run,…) . I ges ,LOAD:  basic effort bases on  intermittent run and not on 

continuously .  

 

 

 

I suggest analyzing referees movements via system SAGIT.  

 

 

 

Sport Teachers (education, co-operation, motivation 

 

We could not organize and proceed in Handball's development, if we did not aim 

primarily and with particular interest to the spread of Handball in the young ages athletes 

through primary schools tournaments.  

Federation through its institutional bodies, contributes in the above mentioned 

tournaments all around the E  having achieved an impressive increase of r number. 

 

- DEVELOPMENTAL PLANNING  

 

1. Physical education schools 

2. Primary schools tournaments 

3. Sports club tournaments (Ministry of Sports) 

4 

 

 

B. OFFICIAL COMPETITIONS 

 

1. Young ages championships men's -women's youth 

 Small boys -girls 

 Mini boys-girls 

2. Finals  

 

 

C. EDUCATION 

 



1. Seminars for teachers in P.E 

2. Coaches' seminars for young ages 

-  

Special attention on fair play and education true sport  
 
 

Attractiveness of the Game (involvement of coaches and players, fair-
play, rules innovations) 

-  

Rules - inovatios:  

After  score: only one player should stand one the line in the middle of the court : Speed 

of the game rapidly grows up; this mean general changes in tactic and especially in 

physical preparation  

 

Maybe – to  use also similarities with beach handball: for example: attractive goal counts 

2 points. But _  it would be necessary to much more clearly define what attractive goal is   

 

Fair-play 

to underline meaning of the fair play in handball - on all levels- also competition on the highest 

level. 

to clearly uncover and punish all subjects which try to win on unfair way- on all fields.  

GENERAL:  

It was a few times already underline, that it is nesesary to invole top coaches and top 

players in “project” for develops game ( first of all changes in rules, etc)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


